Important prognostic factors influencing outcome of combined radiation and hyperthermia.
Clinical experience with combined local-regional hyperthermia and radiation therapy has been rapidly accumulating over the past few decades. Its superior efficacy to the use of radiation alone has been demonstrated in several retrospective and prospective reports in the literature. It is evident now that there are several important factors that will influence the final outcome of the treated patients. The parameters that will be discussed in this paper include: I. Pretreatments factors: 1. tumor dimension 2. tumor histology 3. tumor site. II. Treatment factors: 1. radiation therapy dose 2. hyperthermia parameters: (a) thermal variables (b) number of heat treatments (c) sequence of hyperthermia and radiation treatments (d) hyperthermic device. Finally, evaluation of response and complications will also be discussed. The importance of abiding by an accepted reporting system will be emphasized, and clarification of times at which response assessments were made will also be discussed. With the availability of longer term follow-up, use of an actuarial method of reporting becomes more important. The future of hyperthermia and radiation remains very promising but a lot of questions still need to be answered by well-conducted and reported clinical trials.